Closing Out Summer & Thinking Of Fall

July and August are always the hottest parts of the summer - and this
year has been no exception.
Your house has made it through some rough heat in 2021, but is
there anything you need to worry about in this final stretch of
summer heat?
Your roof has protected you, your family, and your property well
through the heat. You don't only have to worry about direct heat and
summer - you also need to consider the transitions in weather as we
approach Fall.
From your vantage point on the ground or from the inside of your
home, there is no way to tell if you have a roofing problem until it is
much too late! A roof inspection can only be safely and thoroughly
completed by an expert like us - so give us a call today!
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Beat The Heat Through The End of Summer
While we usually look forward to the warmth of summer, right about
now is when we are anxious for a bit of a cool weather break. Let's
talk about a few tips and tricks to help you beat the heat through the
end of summer and how your roof can help!
Power Down Electronics Whenever Possible - Computers
and TVs (and other less efficient electronics) can throw off a lot
of heat when left on and unattended. Unplugging those
electronics can help you slightly drop the temperature in your
home.
Know Your Body's Cooling Points - A cool, damp washcloth
place at common places on your body where your pulse can be
taken (like your wrist and neck) can help to quickly cool you
down.
Your Roof Impacts Your Energy Bill - New roofs do a great
job of protecting your home's structure and being a buffer to
keep the outside elements at bay. As your roof ages, this buffer
starts to break down. Without proper care, your roof will break
down over time. This leaves your property more open to air
exchange and water penetration. That means more of the
outside air permeating your property, which leads to an

increase in your energy spending. Proper roof care, or a
replacement when necessary, can help you to keep your energy
costs in check.

Precision Roof Crafters is here for all of your roofing system
needs. Contact us online or call us at (713) 799-8555.
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